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 COLAB SAN LUIS OBISPO              

WEEK OF JULY 8 - 14, 2018 

 
 

THIS WEEK 

NO BIG POLICY ITEMS - BUT LARGE 

CONTRACTS GOING THROUGH ON CONSENT  

SLOCOG CANCELLED 

THE ORDEAL OF LYNN COMPTON                                             

&                                                                                                            
THE ROLE OF SLO PROGRESSIVES AND THEIR ALLIES                  

SOME TRICKS YOU WOULD EXPECT, OTHERS NOT – DID PUBLIC FUNDS HELP?  

LAST WEEK 

NO BOARD OF SUPES MEETING                                    
SUMMER RECESS 

OTHER AGENCIES DORMANT  

SLO COLAB IN DEPTH                                                    
SEE PAGE 15 

 

ARE WE STILL A NATION OF LAWS? 
By Andy Caldwell  
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ON CIVILITY                                                              

DISAGREEMENT AND THE LIMITS OF TOLERATION                     

By Teresa M. Bejan 

GIVEN ALL THE RECENT HOOPLA, SEE WHAT ONE OF THE 

WORLD’S TOP SUBJECT EXPERTS THINKS AND READ HER 

CAUTION 

________________  

 

THE ORDEAL OF LYNN COMPTON   
BY MIKE BROWN 

 

AN UNPRECEDENTED MACHINE WAS ASSEMBLED TO 

ATTEMPT TO DEFEAT HER. 

 

 

VOTES 

She voted against the Phillips 66 Rail Spur project. She voted against the Laetitia Ag Cluster 

Subdivision. She said she opposes offshore oil drilling. She opposed providing irrigation water to 

the Dairy Creek Golf Course, which is in a death spiral. She voted against the County 

relinquishing its water management powers to an incipient north county water district. She has 

been the key supporter of constructing a new $14 million dollar animal shelter. She voted to add 

Oak Tree regulations. She voted to allow marijuana cultivation, processing, and sales pursuant to 

State legalization but also voted to limit the number and geographic dispersion of businesses. 

She supported a costly and exhaustive marijuana permitting process. 

 

These votes disappointed some conservatives, taxpayer groups, and involved stakeholders. 

  

She voted to approve a permit for creation of a new gravel operation, which would add 

substantial truck traffic to Santa Margarita. (It was defeated anyhow).  She cast several votes to 

deny 3rd District Supervisor Adam Hill the rotational position of Board Chair. She has been a 

staunch supporter of Oceano Dunes off road riding and camping.  She opposed the creation of a 

regulatory quagmire Federal Marine Sanctuary off the entire coast of SLO County. She has 

steadfastly opposed efforts to water down or abolish Proposition 13 protections. She has 

consistently opposed raising the so-called Housing In Lieu fees (really a tax on new homes). She 
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has kept her original campaign promise to resist tax and fee increases in general. She has not 

bought into the climate change hysteria and adoption of related expensive government expansion 

programs such as Community Choice Energy Aggregation. As noted above, she voted to allow 

marijuana cultivation, processing, and sales pursuant to State legalization but also voted to limit 

the number and geographic dispersion of businesses. She voted for a costly and exhaustive 

marijuana permitting process. 

These votes and positions infuriated two of her colleagues (Supervisors Gibson and Hill), 

progressives in general, rent seeking client groups which benefit from expanded government 

expenditures, organized labor, eco-activist groups, and anti-business/anti-development groups. 

You would think that the accumulated dissatisfaction of these opposing groups might have been 

sufficient to engender defeat. 

 

 

RISE OF THE SELF-STYLED “PROGRESSIVES” 

 

Then there was the organizing effort of the SLO County Progressives (SLOCPs). Building on the 

shocking loss (to the Democrats) of Hillary Clinton to Donald Trump, the SLOCPs organized 

themselves as the local franchise of the national Indivisible movement, whose website states in 

part: 

About Us 

  
Launched after Donald Trump’s election, Indivisible became a nationwide movement of 

thousands of volunteer-led local groups that engage in progressive advocacy and electoral work 

at the local, state, and national level. 

 
 

With over 2,000 members W 

 
With over 2,000 members, SLO County Progressives is the largest and most influential political 

club in county history. Driven by a vision of economic and social justice, we have revitalized and 

https://www.sloprogressives.org/
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reenergized our local Democratic Party with bold progressive change. We are now working to 

elect progressives to local, state, and federal office to ensure a brighter future for our community 

  

This is further refined as: 

Stimulate active interest in progressive issues, including, but not limited to:                                                     

1. “Single Payer” Medicare-for-All Healthcare. 

2. Campaign Finance Reform including Overturning Citizens United. 

3. Open Primaries. 

4. Tuition-Free Public College and University. 

5. Bold Climate Change Action, including but not limited to: 1.A Ban on Fracking and Offshore 

Oil Drilling. COLAB NOTE: WE NOW HAVE A BALLOT MEASURE FOR 

NOVEMBER, WHICH IF APPROVED WOULD EVENTUALLY DRIVE THE OIL AND 

GAS INDUSTRY FROM THE COUNTY. 

6. Opposition to the Trans Pacific Partnership and other free trade deals deemed detrimental to 

American workers by PSLO. 

7. Support of Labor Unions 

8. Address racial, gender, and economic justice issues. 

On this platform, the SLOPC created a large structured organization to transform the politics of 

SLO County. 

Officers 

Honorary Founding Co-Chair, Heidi Harmon 

Co-Chair, Nick Andre 

Co-Chair, Tarrah Graves 

Co-Vice-Chair, Michael Costello 

Co-Vice-Chair, Quinn Brady 

Operational Director, Samson Blackwell 

Secretary, Melanie Barket 

Corresponding Secretary, Deborah Scarborough 

Treasurer, Tim Jouet 

There are a large number of action committees which report up through a formal structure to the 

governing board and which execute specific organizational duties such as fund raising, recruiting 

candidates, operations, communications, outreach, etc.  

http://www.sloprogressives.org/contact/
http://www.sloprogressives.org/contact/
http://www.sloprogressives.org/contact/
http://www.sloprogressives.org/contact/
http://www.sloprogressives.org/contact/
http://www.sloprogressives.org/contact/
http://www.sloprogressives.org/contact/
http://www.sloprogressives.org/contact/
http://www.sloprogressives.org/contact/
http://www.sloprogressives.org/contact/
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Clearly the SLOCPs understood that if they could knock off Lynn Compton, they could restore 

the prior Board left majority under the leadership of Bruce Gibson. Compton would become the 

County political ground zero. After some trial and error, they settled on Jimmie Paulding as their 

candidate. At first many dismissed the threat on the basis of his lack of political interest and his 

age. It was also theorized that such a newcomer would not be able to raise significant campaign 

funds. 

Note that Nick Andre in the officers’ chart above is a Co-Chair of the SLOCP. He will appear 

again in the story. 

The Oceano Dunes Dust Issue   

Here a group of upper middle class, largely retirees, who live in planned golf communities                            

(particularly Trilogy), are angry that the APCD and Board of Supervisors have not found a 

way to shut down recreational vehicle riding in the Oceano Dunes State Park.  We will not 

rehash the lengthy and disturbing history here replete with conflicting science. Suffice it to say 

that Lynn Compton’s open support of the recreational and economic benefits that have accrued 

to the community for three quarters of a century displeased this group. They issued a political 

death sentence on Compton early on and were active and generous fundraisers. They also walked 

precincts and held events in support of Paulding. 

Paulding and the SLOCP Attempt to Hijack The Andrew Holland Tragedy   

Again we will not detail the unfortunate events leading up to Andrew Holland’s death in the 

County jail which have been well covered by others. The Holland family was outraged and 

grieving. The County Board, on advice of County Counsel, obviously determined that it had 

culpability when it paid the Holland family $5 million dollars to forestall a lawsuit, which if 

prosecuted would have been likely to reveal many details, under oath during discovery 

proceedings and at trial, about what various officials and employees knew and what they did or 

didn’t do. 

The family demanded that the Sheriff and DA resign and demanded that the Board of 

Supervisors take action to investigate and punish officials and employees who were in charge 

and on duty. The SLOCP adopted this stance and staged demonstrations in support. It is not 

known if there were dismissals or other discipline undertaken within the Sheriff’s Department. 

Reportedly a Jail Commander retired. The Director of the County’s Health Agency also retired 

suddenly. His former Department operates the 16-bed County Public Health Facility (PHF), 

which serves as a secure mental health holding facility for people who are a danger to themselves 

or to the public. It is alleged that the PHF staff refused to admit Andrew Holland when requested 

by the Sheriffs jail staff. 
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It is not known if that denial and a request to reverse it were escalated up the chain of command 

to the Sheriff, Health Agency Director, and eventually to the then County Administrative 

Officer. Or, on the other hand, was it simply accepted by jail staff and managers? 

The Board of Supervisors and upper County Management took the position that instead of 

pursuing blame or accountability, they would move forward with restructuring and expanding 

medical care for both regular clinical services and behavioral health services in the jail and 

County in general. The adopted performance standards based project is called Stepping Up. The 

Board endorsed it unanimously and has added funding. 

In the end the Holland family set up a trust, the Holland Family Trust for Humane Mental Health 

and Correctional Reform (the Trust), and then allied with the SLOCP to run and fund candidates 

against the Sheriff and DA. For whatever reasons they also determined to substantially fund 

(around $50,000 of Paulding’s total contributions - $225,940 or 22%) the campaign against 

Compton. There may have been separate substantial contributions by other Holland family 

members and friends. At the same time they provided Bruce Gibson with a $3,500 contribution. 

Thus the question arises, why are Gibson’s actions on the Holland jail death matter worthy of a 

campaign contribution and Compton’s deserving of the most major contribution to her opponent? 

Both Supervisors voted for the same process to manage the crisis and implement reforms. 

Paulding’s campaign website contains a specific related section in this regard:  

The Tragedy of Andrew Holland  

The treatment and death of Andrew Holland is a tragedy of epic proportion. Those involved must be 

held accountable. Our most vulnerable, including those suffering from mental illness, have been 

grossly under-served in this County for far too long. We need to restore transparency and 

accountability to our local government, and we need elected officials who are interested in making 
the changes we so desperately need. 

When something tragic occurs such as this, it is incumbent upon the elected San Luis Obispo County 

Board of Supervisors, who constitute the accountable legislative authority, to do their job. The board 

should have asked for a full, complete, and transparent formal investigation. This investigation 

should have been followed by issuance of a transparent report of what happened, how it happened, 

why it happened, and which officials and employees failed to follow administrative procedures and 

adhere to standards of common decency and respect for human rights. 

An independent outside investigator should have been used. The fact that the FBI is conducting an 

investigation does not relieve the board from the responsibility to conduct an investigation of the 

systemic failures in operations, management, communication, and accountability that the County 

admits occurred. Accordingly, I support an independent investigation, which will determine whether 
County employees should be disciplined. 

Had Paulding been elected, would he have led an effort to have the Board order such an 

investigation? Perhaps the Holland family believes he would. On the other hand we never heard 

Bruce Gibson, or for that matter, Adam Hill call for such investigation. Again, what are the 

differences between Compton’s and Gibson’s actions on this issue? 
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Trouble Right Here in River City    

 

At the center of the machinery is the skillful, progressive, and personable expert 

activist/consultant Nick Andre. Like the Music Man in the Broadway show, Andre appears out of 

nowhere in SLO (as in the proverbial musical River City) to “save” the community. Instead of 

founding a boys band to thwart juvenile delinquency, he leads the effort to create the SLO 

Progressives (of which he is Co-Chairman and the real driving force), gets Heidi Harmon elected 

as Mayor (his Co-Chair), leads the Progressives to take over the local Democratic Party, and 

almost gets Jimmie Paulding elected as 4
th

 District Supervisor. 

 

Andre, it turns out, is the principal in a political/techno consulting firm called Kumani, Inc. 

 

Andre’s posting at the Cal Poly HotHouse Business Incubator where Kumani is a tenant states: 
 

E-Commerce & Web Design 
Nick is the Managing Director of Kumani, a web design and development company that specializes in e-
commerce and WordPress. He has spent over 10 years building online stores and integrating them into 

business systems. Nick is also a certified Xero advisor 

  Our team of world class consultants are top experts in their field and passionate about helping entrepreneurs 

succeed. They assist SBDC clients grow and develop their businesses.  

From what we can see, Kumani does a great job, if Paulding’s campaign website and 

communications are any example. According to the County Clerk’s official election expense 

filings report, Kumani received $145, 247 in combined payments from the SLO Progressive 

backed candidates, including Paulding for Supervisor, Clayton for Sheriff, Cummins for District 

Attorney, and Gibson for Supervisor. It should be noted that some of that money was passed 

through to other subcontractors including erstwhile SLO Tribune progressive-in-residence 

scholar Tom Fulks, as well as SLO Progressive’s Vice Chairwoman, Deborah Scarborough. Some 

payments were passed through to other vendors by Kumani, such as the SLO Tribune, for 

advertising. 

 

In fairness it should be noted that members of Republican Party organizations also serve as 

campaign consultants. Nevertheless, you have to hand it to Andre for amplifying a new political 

movement, taking over the local Democratic Party, and then selling to their respective candidates 

political campaign consulting and technology services. Just imagine if this group ever gets its 

hands on the County’s $733 million annual budget. The creativity could be exponential. To 

paraphrase the old Democratic Party’s Anthem, “Happy Days Would Be Here Again.”   

 

Was Cal Poly/CIE Used or Are They OK With It? 

 

As indicated above, Nick Andre lists Kumani Inc.’s office address as The Cal Poly HotHouse 

Incubator site at 872 Higuera Street. In fact the Kumani website proudly exclaims: We’re 

located in the SLO HotHouse Co-Working space! 

http://www.sloprogressives.org/contact/
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The HotHouse program is a subcomponent of the Cal Poly Center For Innovation 

Entrepreneurship (CIE).  

 

  
 

As the sign says, the program is “powered by Cal Poly and the Community.” The US Small 

Business Administration, the City of SLO, and the County provide funding. The County has 

provided $200,000 per year for the last 3 or 4 years. The County staff write-up for awarding the 

2017 annual edition of the grant stated in part: 

 

The County of San Luis Obispo annually provides $200,000 in funding to the SLO HotHouse for 

the provision of Economic Development Services. The County also has a seat on the SLO 

HotHouse Community Advisory Board. 

The SLO HotHouse is a community space created and operated by the Cal Poly Center for 

Innovation & Entrepreneurship (CIE) in close collaboration with the County, the City of San 

Luis Obispo, and the business community. The goal of the programs at the SLO HotHouse is to 

support students and community members as they work to create new innovations and start 

business ventures. The SLO HotHouse seeks to attract and support the most vibrant talent and 

promising innovators and entrepreneurs in an effort to build a unique and passionate startup 

culture in San Luis Obispo. The SLO HotHouse also offers co-working space, designed to 

enhance productivity, collaboration, and the success of its members. SLO HotHouse co-working 

space is affordable, available 24x7, and the perfect place for entrepreneurs, startups, 

innovators, and others looking for office space, meeting rooms, and other amenities needed for 

new businesses.   COLAB NOTE: IS IT AFFORDABLE BECAUSE IT IS SUBSIDIZED 

BY TAXPAYERS THROUGH THE PUBLIC UNIVERSITY, THE SBA, SLO COUNTY 

AND SLO CITY?  Does Kumani remain a qualified startup after 10 years of business? 

The SLO HotHouse also hosts an incubator program. The program is a two-year post-

accelerator business development program providing space and assistance to locally grown 

companies. The incubator program provides a runway designed to support startup success and 

the economic development agenda of the Small Business Development Center (SBDC), Cal Poly, 
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and the community. The programs of the SLO HotHouse and of the SBDC Program have created 

hundreds of local jobs since their inception. 

There are CIE requirements to rent the co-work space inhabited by Kumani. An application is 

required and someone must make a decision about whether the applicant qualifies. 

HotHouse Benefits Listed Include 

All-inclusive Membership Amenities          

 Wi-Fi                               

 Educational & social events 

 Conference rooms & meeting space 

 Access to SBDC consultants 

 Lounge areas 

 Kitchen 

 All the free coffee you can drink! 

Rental Rates Include 

 Seating co-working space $200/month 

 Reserved Laptop, etc. here (Wireless, Wi-Fi, and cable service too?) 

 Small personal office $900/month 

 Medium personal office $1500/month  

 Large personal office $2000/ month 

 Personal locker (to store any belongings ): $15/month 

 Day Pass – Co working: 25/day- No access to conference rooms. 

 Day Pass – Conference Room: $40/hour – 3 hour maximum ( longer usage with pre-

approval) 

 Event Space: $400/4 hours + cleaning fee. 

 Event Space $800/8 hours + cleaning fee. 

One of the other programs offered by the center is a mentoring program for participants. Nick 

Andre is listed as one of the mentors. It is not known if mentors get a discount for office space in 

the facility. 

Accordingly, should tax supported economic development subsidy programs funded and 

operated by government institutions be providing space and logistical support for political 

campaign consultants (even at a price), especially those who are running candidates for the very 

governing bodies which are providing the tax supported funding?  
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Supervisor Adam Hill has always been the leading Board advocate for funding the HotHouse. 

Did he call over and ask them to take in Kumani? We don’t think the County’s Deputy CEO, 

who sits on the Hothouse Advisory Committee, would think of anything like this. 

What if Supervisor Peschong called up and wanted an office for his political consulting firm, 

Meridian? 

Heck, What if COLAB needs an office, Wi-Fi, a lounge area, consulting, logistical support, a 

mentor,  and all the coffee we can drink? Would we get the non-profit discount? 

Does this situation beckon Hatch Act violations vis-a-vis the SBA money and California Fair 

Political Practices Commission investigation vis-a-vis the State, City, and County money? 

Should there be a District Attorney Investigation? Perhaps he will have to request that the State 

Attorney General investigate, since he was personally a target of the machinery described here. 

Lynn Compton wasn’t running her campaign out of the Oceano Community Services District 

Office or renting space in the Arroyo Grande City Hall. 

Even in the face of all of this massive unprecedented effort, she won. 

Out 18,324 votes, she won by 60. 

 

The SLO Progressives are currently holding meetings to review their successes and defeats and 

to sharpen their game for next efforts. Get ready for even more protracted onslaughts. 

 

 

THIS WEEK’S HIGHLIGHTS 

 

Board of Supervisors Meeting of Tuesday, July 10, 2018 (Scheduled)  

   

In General:  There are no forward looking items of large policy content on this agenda. There 

are approvals of large contracts for which the budget has already been approved. We provide 

some illustrations here because of the magnitude and the importance of the services. SLO 

County Board members have repeatedly said they are opposed to micro managing. At the same 

time tens of millions of dollars cruise through on the consent calendar.  
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Of course Board members may spend hours reading these items and then asking staffers about 

them in private. This does not educate the public not does it allow the public to ascertain the 

diligence of the Board in reviewing them. 

Behavioral Health: 

Item 14 - Request to approve 1) a FY 2018-19 renewal contract with Family Care Network, 

Inc. (FCNI) in the amount not to exceed $6,022,040 to provide mental health services for 

high risk children and youth aged 5 to 21 throughout the County; and 2) delegate authority 

to the Health Agency Director or his designee to sign any amendments to the Contract, 

including Option to Renew for two additional years (through June 30, 2021).  

An Illustration: 

This one provides mental health services for youth under the age of 21. The program summary is 

displayed in the table below: 

   

There is an accompanying report on the workloads of the various programs. For example, 

Specialty Mental Health Services is reported per the tables below: 
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Thus it would appear that Specialty Mental Health Services program served 218 individuals in 

the fiscal year just completed. This was at a cost of approximately $1,893,692, or an average of 

$8,686 per patient. 

a. What is the total universe of potential people in the County who need these services? 

b. If the people were not in the program, what would have been their school attendance, rate of 

acute hospitalization, and rate of those remaining in a family situation?   

We cite these issues not out of program criticism, but out of concern that these large contracts 

slide though on the consent calendar with no discussion. This one and others are worth millions 

each year. Is there any systematic administrative analysis, program analysis, and cost review 

separate from the Health Agency by the Auditor Controller or CEO Budget Office? 

Item 15 - Request to approve 1) a FY 2018-19 renewal contract with Sierra Mental 

Wellness Group in an amount not to exceed $2,825,934 to provide mental health crisis 

intervention services; 2) delegate authority to the Health Agency Director or his designee to 

sign any amendments to the contract, including Option to Renew for two additional years 

(through June 30, 2021).  The same questions pertain to this one. 

 

Item 16 - Request to approve 1) a FY 2018-19 renewal contract with Transitions Mental 

Health Association (TMHA) in an amount not to exceed $6,319,542 to provide mental 
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health services; and 2) delegate authority to the Health Agency Director or his designee to 

sign any amendments to the contract, including Option to Renew for two additional years 

(through June 30, 2021).  This is a very popular and respected community based not-for-profit 

agency. Everyone seems to agree that it provides high quality services for a reasonable cost. 

Nevertheless, is anyone other than the Health Agency sampling the measures, workloads, and 

payments independently? 

Since all of these contracts involve Medi-Cal, how are the State Health Department audits and 

true-ups coming out?  

Software and IT Consulting Contracts:  

Item 22 - Request to 1) approve a contract (Clerk’s File) with AT-PRO (ATIMS and 

ProPhoenix) in the amount of $1,883,979 to provide the Sheriff’s Office with a replacement 

Jail and Records Management Systems (JMS/RMS) and 2) authorize a budget adjustment 

in the amount of $3,928,395 from the Automation Replacement Designation to Fund Center 

266- Countywide Automation Fund to fund the JMS/RMS Implementation Project, by 4/5 

vote.  The Sheriff’s Office seeks to replace an out of date (installed) jail management system 

with an integrated web based system.  The system includes facility management, pre-booking, 

inmate classification, records, and an updated medical module which will help with jail medical 

issues. 

ATIMS and ProPhoenixATIMS and ProPhoenixThe Medical module allows jail medical staff to 

enter and manage the following inmate information: Medical Appointments, Active and 

Historical Prescriptions, Rx Number, Order Date From-To, Drug Name, and Doctor. JMS also 

allows for the entering of a medical pre-screening form; which can be customized for each 

agency based on their needs. Medical notes can also be entered into an inmates’ record. 

Permission rights secure the medical module; only those staff who have medical clearance have 

access ensuring HIPAA compliancy and privacy. 

The Policy Issue: 

The County has a number of large-scale software installation and upgrade projects underway, 

including the real property assessment and tax billing system, the P&B Department permitting 

system, and upgrades to the financial system. How are these coming? Are they on schedule and 

on budget or what? 

Big IT projects which are not monitored by policy makers often end up as knife cuts into the 

organization’s veins as amendments are made, schedules are revised, more consulting time is 

required etc. They can bleed dollars and especially general fund dollars. The Board needs to 

periodically check to make sure there are no “surprises” lurking around out there. 
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Items 44-46 - These include appeals by property owners of permit denials by the Planning 

staff and/or the Commission. Two of these are denials of vacation rental permits in Cayucos, 

which had been on the agenda previously but were sent back for further study. 

Policy Take Away: 

All sorts of Planning and zoning ordinance provisions are adopted in the abstract with no one 

paying attention. Then later, the unwary citizens find out they are debarred from doing things 

which had been allowed in the past or which make common sense. 

Just as CEQA requires the assessment of environmental impacts, there should be a process which 

requires assessment of the property rights impacts, family impacts, and economic impacts when 

policies, plans, and ordinances are proposed and before they are adopted. This would be the 

California Property Rights Preservation Act (CPRPA). 

San Luis Obispo County Council of Governments Meeting of Wednesday, July 11, 2018 

(Cancelled)  

Many of the SLOCOG Board members and staff are reeling from the fact that the ballot measure 

to repeal the SB 1 Fuel Taxes qualified for the November Ballot with alacrity. 

 

LAST WEEK’S HIGHLIGHTS 

 

In General – a Very Quiet Week (Completed)  

This was the quietest week since the week between Christmas and New Year’s.  The fact 

that the 4
th

 of July holiday fell on a Wednesday in the middle of the week had many people 

taking off and/or going away. No meetings of many of our county bodies took place. It is 

possible that many officials were resting after last minute election pushes. 

The public action was at the national and State levels with important Supreme Court decisions, a 

Supreme Court vacancy, hypocritical tumult over undocumented alien family separations, failure 

of Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals (DACA) reform bills, passage of a massive State 

Consumer Privacy Bill, 12 State ballot measures qualifying for the November general election, 

and calls to abolish US Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE). 

No Board of Supervisors Meeting on Tuesday, July 3, 2018 (Not Scheduled) 

The Board was on a summer recess from June 24-July 6, 2018.  The next scheduled meeting 

is on July 10, 2018. 
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COLAB IN DEPTH 

IN FIGHTING THE TROUBLESOME, LOCAL DAY-TO-DAY ASSAULTS ON OUR 

FREEDOM AND PROPERTY, IT IS ALSO IMPORTANT TO KEEP IN MIND THE LARGER 

UNDERLYING IDEOLOGICAL, POLITICAL, AND ECONOMIC CAUSES AND FORCES  

 

Are We Still A Nation Of Laws? 

By Andy Caldwell  
  

Let’s be reasonable! When an illegal alien crosses our border, we have but three choices. We can 

pretend that the border doesn’t exist and neither does our federal law, i.e., we can pretend we 

have an open border. In that case, the next thing that will certainly happen is that tens of millions 

of people from through-out the world will be compelled to invade our country and I wouldn’t 

blame them one bit! 

The second option? We follow what the law has indicated since the days of the Clinton 

Administration. We can separate the adults from the children once they have been detained 

crossing the border. The way Clinton figured, children should be separated from the adults in 

order that they can be re-leased from detention, to a responsible legal guardian, as soon as 

possible. In other words, separating the children from the adults was done out of compassion for 

the kids, not to tear “families” apart! You will notice, I have not been using the word parent to 

refer to the adults who are accompanying these minors. Why is that? Because just as often as not, 

these “children” are not accompanied by their parents, they are instead being trafficked and/or 

coming across unattended! 

The third option? We can keep both the minors and the adults in detention centers until we have 

time to figure out where they came from, who they are, why they came here, whether they have 

been deported before, whether they require to be quarantined, and finally, to the best of our 

ability, whether they have a criminal and/or terrorist background. All of that takes a lot of time 

and of course, it can nearly be impossible to ascertain this information since many of these 

people will be carrying either no id or a false id. 

This crisis is being exploited by political opportunists, including Congressman Salud Carbajal, 

who would rather cowardly blame shift rather than do something in this virtual no-win situation! 

Carbajal, by the way, swore an oath to uphold federal law. 

The gross and despicable manipulation of this crisis is serving to create an untenable situation 

that will create more dire consequences in the future, including billions in taxpayer dollars for all 

the costs and benefits that will be incurred by, and accrued to, these immigrants. But, that is, in 

some ways, the least of our worries! 

The David Horowitz Center’s Daniel Greenfield and President Trump recently addressed the real 

victims in this narrative. Whereas, it is true that some parents have been separated from their 
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children while being detained for crossing the border illegally, none of these families will be 

separated from one another for-ever. The families who have been separated from one another 

forever are the American families who suffered tragedy as a result of an illegal alien committing 

a heinous crime after we failed to deport them! You don’t have to look far to witness just such an 

atrocity, simply follow the brutal Marilyn Pharis murder case going on in Santa Maria as we 

speak! 

First Published in the Santa Barbara News Press 

 

 

ON CIVILITY                                                              
DISAGREEMENT AND THE LIMITS OF TOLERATION 

By Teresa M. Bejan 

Harvard University Blog Intro:  

Recent days have seen concern for civility in American public discourse rise to the fore. Some 

call for its preservation, casting civility as a critical norm, the erosion of which would portend 

even greater conflict. Others suggest that the time for civility has passed, or cast it as only ever a 

tool for silencing dissent. Many recognize that we’ve been through these debates before. 

Below, we turn to political theorist Teresa Bejan for insight. Her 2017 work Mere Civility, from 

which the following is adapted, draws on historical texts and contexts in order to bring sorely 

needed critical perspective to the perennial crises of civility that afflict modern liberal 

democracies. For Bejan, the advantage of consulting the 

past lies in opening ourselves to the ways in which it 

challenges our own commitments and assumptions about 

what it means to be “civil” today. 

Dr. Bejan’s Article: 

Modern calls for civility, whether in politics or religion, 

reflect concerns about the corrosive effects of uncivil 

disagreement on social bonds and tender consciences very 

similar to those in the seventeenth century. These appeals 

suggest that if only we could get the manner right, the very 

practice of disagreement itself might work to harmonize our 

fundamental differences, thus making it possible for us to 

regard one another across those differences not as enemies, 

but friends. 

http://www.hup.harvard.edu/catalog.php?isbn=9780674545496
http://www.hup.harvard.edu/catalog.php?isbn=9780674545496
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In The Harm in Hate Speech, Jeremy Waldron puts the question thus: “Is a tolerant society just 

a society free from…persecution, or is it a society in which people cohabit and deal with one 

another, in spite of their…differences, in an atmosphere of civility and respect?” For Waldron, 

the answer is clear. Some speech about others and their fundamental identities and commitments 

is simply so uncivil, so intolerant, degrading, and disrespectful that it constitutes a form of 

persecution against which a tolerant society can and should act. Yet in liberal democracies like 

the United States the question is not so simple. This is because, as a regime, liberal democracy is 

distinguished by its dedication to two-fold toleration: (1) of diversity in its members’ 

fundamental identities and commitments (especially in politics and religion) and (2) of the 

disagreements those differences inspire. Indeed, the self-conception of liberal societies as 

“tolerant” hinges on the fact that members are not compelled to confine their differences to a 

private sphere of individual skulls or intimate familiars, but are permitted, even encouraged, to 

express them freely in public and to compete for adherents. 

Accordingly, in complaining about a “crisis” many commentators present civility as the essential 

virtue for liberal democracies that promise to protect diversity while allowing for active, often 

heated disagreement in the public sphere. In the United States, especially, we pride ourselves on 

our First Amendment freedoms not only to differ but to disagree, and our recent crisis of civility 

feels so critical because it brings these defining commitments into conflict. Controversies about 

whether to tame uncivil disagreements through legislation—whether through campaign finance 

reform, hate speech laws, or college speech codes—are thus usually presented as a conflict 

between free speech, on the one hand, and the demands of diversity and inclusion, on the other. 

Yet the early modern toleration debates to which we’ll turn, in which concerns about persecution 

of the tongue and proposals to ban it could be heard on all sides, suggest a different 

interpretation—namely, that underlying these controversies is a more fundamental conflict 

between competing conceptions of civility, understood as a virtuous standard of conversation 

and conduct that should govern the members of a tolerant society as such. This is clear 

especially in the case of campus speech codes, which attempt to articulate the standard of civility 

appropriate to universities as tolerant societies par excellence. 

Even so, these efforts to impose and enforce civility legislatively are controversial in the United 

States in a way they are not in other “tolerant” liberal democracies. Waldron and others have 

traced America’s peculiar permissiveness toward uncivil speech—exemplified in its 

unwillingness to adopt the hate speech and religious insult statutes embraced elsewhere—to a 

peculiar “First Amendment Faith” in which religious toleration and free speech go hand in hand. 

Few societies protect speech as insistently as we do, and few societies expect that allowing 

people to insult one another, along with their most cherished commitments or beliefs, will make 

them more tolerant, not less. Still, even if they cannot see eye to eye on whether a tolerant 

society should tolerate incivility, commentators in the United States and other Western liberal 

democracies generally agree that uncivil speech is a threat to the tenuous balance between 

diversity and disagreement on which ostensibly tolerant—and civil—societies depend. Wars of 

http://www.hup.harvard.edu/catalog.php?isbn=9780674416864
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words are thus a symptom and a cause of deeper ills, a sign that once the war of swords has 

ended the real work of tolerance has only just begun. 

While politicians and political theorists continue to present civility as the key to reconciling 

difference and disagreement in a tolerant society, a crucial question remains unanswered. What, 

exactly, is civility? Despite the constant handwringing over our perceived lack of it, this 

conversational virtue remains notoriously difficult to define. While its origins can be traced to 

the Latin civilitas, as the art of good citizenship or government, the evolving and overlapping 

valences of the term have become difficult to disentangle. Civility is akin to politeness, and yet 

calling someone uncivil is far worse than calling him impolite. The former is potentially 

“intolerable” in the way the latter is not. Yet civil has too many other antonyms—not only 

“rude” but also “savage” and “barbaric”; “criminal” as well as “military”; “violent” but also 

“spiritual” and “religious”—to permit of easy definition. 

Perhaps unsurprisingly, the scattered (and often repetitive) genealogies of civility put forward in 

recent scholarly accounts generally locate the origins of the concept in early modernity. For 

those concerned about verbal violence or “civilizing” fundamental disagreements so that wars of 

words do not end at dawn with guns drawn, the sense of the civil as a synonym for peaceful or 

nonviolent is primary. Still, most modern proponents of civility have something more in mind. 

Those who present it as a civic virtue or “democratic ideal” of public spirit and participation 

stress its neorepublican roots in the vivere civile of the Italian Renaissance. For others, civility is 

an essentially eighteenth-century virtue characteristic of “bourgeois” civil society and the 

manners of the marketplace that make coexistence and cooperation in complex commercial 

societies possible and productive. 

In political theory, proponents of deliberative and other forms of democracy often combine both 

senses of civility—as public virtue and private manners—highlighted by historians and present it 

as a key virtue of “dialogic citizenship.” Yet these ideals of civic duty and public spirit, on the 

one hand, and politeness and la doux commerce, on the other, clearly exceed the conversational 

virtue at stake in contemporary debates. When Obama enjoined citizens to “disagree without 

being disagreeable,” he had something else, and something less, in mind. Definitions of civility 

as “the minimum degree of courtesy required in social situations,” often with negative overtones, 

hit nearer the mark. We might call this mere civility: a minimal conformity to norms of 

respectful behavior and decorum expected of all members of a tolerant society as such. Others’ 

incivility feels so egregious for this reason—it places them potentially beyond the pale of social 

life. 

Noting this exclusionary element, however, a growing cadre of critics have begun to question 

whether civility in this sense should be considered a virtue at all. While supporters stress its civic 

associations, these critics take their cue from Norbert Elias and Sigmund Freud in order to 

highlight the dark side of civility. A synonym for civilization, as in Samuel Johnson’s definition 

of 1755: “freedom from barbarity; the state of being civilized,” civility would seem to be 
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irredeemably imbricated with colonialism and empire. Against this backdrop of the displacement 

and oppression of the “savage” by the “civilized” in the conquest and colonization of the New, 

and then the known, World, appeals to civility today take on a decidedly more ominous cast. 

These critics view a call for “civility” not as an exhortation to virtue but a covert demand for 

conformity that delegitimizes dissent while reinforcing the status quo. It functions as nothing 

more than a rhetorical ploy meant to set up the speaker as a model of decorum and silence 

anyone else with the temerity to disagree. In the immortal words of Ring Lardner: “Shut up, he 

explained.” 

One need not endorse the critics’ suspicions as to the sinister motives of their opponents to 

recognize that wanton civility-talk carries with it an implicit threat of exclusion. Designating 

certain behaviors or beliefs as “uncivil” effectively banishes them beyond the pale of 

conversational community. Little wonder then that contemporary debates about civility in 

political theory and the broader public sphere are so unsatisfying. Beyond the disaffected bloc of 

civility skeptics, they ping-pong endlessly between two extremes: those who present “more 

civility” as a panacea for all that ails our tolerant society and the critics who see it as something 

altogether more sinister—a civilizing discourse aimed at silencing dissent and marginalizing 

already marginal groups. 

Its supporters might respond by pointing out that even those quickest to condemn civility are 

offended when their voices are drowned out by insults and interruptions from the gallery. And 

yet, sensitive to its exclusionary implications, these defenders are understandably hesitant to 

specify what they take the standard of civil behavior to be, or how much conformity will meet 

the minimum. For the critics, this ambiguity and imprecision simply offers further proof of the 

exclusionary essence of civility and its emblematic power to silence, deflect, and exclude anyone 

uncivil enough to question it. And so the debate ping-pongs on. 

Mere Civility promises to move beyond the impasse in popular and scholarly debates about 

civility through an appeal to history. This approach may, at first, seem counterintuitive. And yet, 

just as many of the pressing problems facing modern liberal democracies recall early modern 

concerns about the limits of toleration in the face of evangelical sectarianism and persecution of 

the tongue, the concept of civility invoked in early modern attempts to refasten the social bonds 

severed by the Reformation represents a possible ancestor, and promising analogue, to the 

minimal conversational virtue at stake today. 

Moreover, this early modern concept of civility has significant advantages. As the sorry state of 

contemporary debates demonstrates, calling for “more civility” simply as the key to peaceful and 

productive disagreement is not enough. Like toleration, civility can be defined in more or less 

suppressive or exclusionary ways, as something “mere” or something more. How one defines it, 

as well as how one believes it should be enforced, matters quite a lot. And one’s answers to these 

questions will, in turn, determine where the limits of toleration lie. While calls for civility in the 

seventeenth century thus display a familiar and frustrating dynamic of exclusion, early modern 
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authors also tended to make civility’s status as a condition of inclusion explicit in a way that its 

modern proponents do not. It is therefore possible to reconstruct and reevaluate these 

seventeenth-century arguments in such a way as to illuminate this complex relationship between 

civility, disagreement, and the limits of toleration—and in doing so, to shed some much-needed 

light on the twenty-first-century crisis of civility confronting us today. 

I certainly do not mean to suggest that the problems facing our tolerant society are exactly the 

same as those facing thinkers in the seventeenth century. Historicizing their arguments should 

serve, in part, to alienate us from these authors and ideas like civility and toleration that—when 

they are not summarily rejected—are too often treated as obvious and ours. But it can also 

counteract a characteristically modern myopia, our “endearing but frustrating tendency to view 

every development in public life as if it were happening for the first time.” Historical perspective 

may not solve our problems, but it can help us to see that certain favored solutions have been 

tried before—and to understand why they failed. 
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SUPPORT COLAB!                                                                                                                            

PLEASE COMPLETE THE 

MEMBERSHIP/DONATION FORM                           

ON THE LAST PAGE BELOW 

  

MIKE BROWN ADVOCATES BEFORE THE BOS 

 

  

VICTOR DAVIS HANSON ADDRESSES A COLAB MIXER 

https://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl=https://i.ytimg.com/vi/T17uSFpWkcw/mqdefault.jpg&imgrefurl=https://calcoastnews.com/2016/07/slo-county-supervisors-put-sales-tax-ballot/&docid=OUqi0WLMze01uM&tbnid=ql40TXlQtctTiM:&vet=1&w=320&h=180&bih=643&biw=1366&ved=0ahUKEwif6I7UuL7VAhVkqFQKHUqaAcc4ZBAzCDsoNTA1&iact=c&ictx=1
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DAN WALTERS EXPLAINS SACTO MACHINATIONS AT A COLAB FORUM 

See the presentation at the link: https://youtu.be/eEdP4cvf-zA    

  

AUTHOR & NATIONALLY SYNDICATED COMMENTATOR BEN SHAPIRO 

APPEARED AT A COLAB ANNUAL DINNER 

https://youtu.be/eEdP4cvf-zA
http://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://cloudfront.mediamatters.org/static/images/item/benshapiro-fox2.jpg&imgrefurl=http://mediamatters.org/blog/2013/06/27/breitbartcoms-shapiro-imagines-churches-will-no/194656&h=596&w=924&tbnid=EJgjcBHeHP0_yM:&zoom=1&docid=jg6l7tHrajWRPM&ei=i2WHVJLMFdHtoASbxYDIBw&tbm=isch&ved=0CFIQMygVMBU&iact=rc&uact=3&dur=498&page=2&start=10&ndsp=21
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